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\textbf{ABSTRACT} While augment reality applications are becoming popular, more and more data-hungry and computation-intensive tasks are delay-sensitive. Mobile edge computing is expected to an effective solution to meet the low latency demand. In contrast to previous work on mobile edge computing, which mainly focus on computation offloading, this paper introduces a new concept of task caching. Task caching refers to the caching of completed task application and their related data in edge cloud. Then, we investigate the problem of joint optimization of task caching and offloading on edge cloud with the computing and storage resource constraint. We formulate this problem as mixed integer programming which is hard to solve. To solve the problem, we propose efficient algorithm, called task caching and offloading (TCO), based on alternating iterative algorithm. Finally, the simulation experimental results show that our proposed TCO algorithm outperforms others in terms of less energy cost.

\textbf{INDEX TERMS} Caching, computation offloading, mobile edge computing, energy efficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, with the rapid development of wireless technology and Internet of things, more and more mobile devices, such as smart phones, wearable devices, have different wireless network access requirements for bandwidth and computation. In the future, mobile devices will become more intelligent, and applications deployed on them will require extensive computing power and persistent data access [1]. However, the development of these new applications and services is limited by the finite computing power and battery life of these devices. If data-hungry and computation-intensive tasks can be offloaded to the cloud to execute, it can overcome the shortcomings of the lack of computing power of the mobile devices. However, when mobile devices are connected to the cloud through a wireless network, a relatively long delay occurs, which is not suitable for delay-sensitive tasks [2].

In recent years, mobile edge computing provides users with short delay and high performance computing services by deploying computing nodes or servers at the edge of the network, to meet users’ requirements for delay-sensitive tasks [3], [4]. There are two main advantages of using the edge cloud: (i) compared with local computing [5], mobile edge computing can overcome the limited computing power of mobile devices; (ii) in contrast to the remote cloud computing [6], although the edge cloud has a small geographical scope and limited resource capacity, it can avoid large delay may be caused by offloading the task content to the remote cloud. Therefore, mobile edge computing exhibits a better tradeoff between delay-sensitivity and computing-intensive tasks.

To the best of our knowledge, the previous work on mobile edge computing is mainly focused on the following two aspects.

- Content offloading. This is also known as edge caching. In edge caching, content provider can cache popular content on edge cloud to reduce the delay and energy consumption of user requesting content [7], [8]. For this problem, the researchers have proposed various caching strategies, considering e.g., content distribution [9], user mobility [10].
- Task offloading. Its main design issues are where, when, what, how to offload user’s tasks from the mobile device to the edge cloud, to reduce computing delay...
and save energy. Various works have studied different task offloading policy, considering e.g., multi-user [11], multi-server [12].

Unfortunately, the main concern of content offloading is the storage capacity of edge cloud, they do not consider the computing and storage capabilities of the edge clouds at the same time. Furthermore, for the task offloading, in the above work, it is assumed that the edge cloud has enough hardware and software resources to support computing tasks. In fact, this assumption is impractical, because edge cloud computing power is limited, which cannot support all of the computing tasks.

Thus, in this paper, we consider more practical and energy efficient mobile edge computing. We first introduce the new concept of task caching. The task caching refers to caching task application and their related data. Since the task need both storage and computation, thus, the task caching consider both computing and storage constraint of edge cloud. Then, we propose the problem of joint optimization of task caching and offloading on edge cloud. Our goal is to achieve energy efficient of mobile device while meet the user’s demand for delay by designing optimal task caching and offloading scheme. However, the scheme faces the following three challenges:

- **Energy efficient task caching problem**: Considering the heterogeneity of task such as task demand among users, the data size and the required computation capacity of task (e.g., the augment reality services and online natural language processing have different storage and CPU requirements) and the computing and storage constraints of edge cloud, how to give a energy efficient task caching strategy is challenging problem.

- **Energy efficient task offloading problem**: In the execution of a task, computing task can be processed on edge cloud or locally. However, when the task is cached in the edge cloud, it may not need to be processed locally. Therefore, it is challenging to make a energy efficient task offloading decision with task caching.

- **How to solve the joint optimization problem**: When computing and storage resources at edge cloud is limited, how to give task caching and offloading problem and solve this problem is challenging issue. This is because energy efficient task caching and offloading scheme needs careful coordination.

In this paper, we study the less investigated problem of task caching for mobile edge computing, and propose a joint optimization of task caching and task offloading (TCO) scheme in order to minimize the total energy cost by the mobiles device. In summary, the main contributions of this paper include:

- We introduces a new concept of task caching. Task caching refers to the caching of completed task application and their related data in edge cloud. In terms of deployment scheme of task caching, the experiment shows that task caching relates to the task popularity and size of contents, as well as the required computation capacity of tasks.

- We propose the joint task caching and offloading problem to minimize energy cost of mobile device while meet user’s delay requirement, which included the task caching decision (i.e., decide which task should be cached) and task offloading scheduling (i.e., decide how much task to offload) optimization problem. We formulate this problem as mixed integer nonlinear optimization problem which is hard to solve.

- In order to solve this problem, we design an efficient scheme, called TCO (task caching and offloading) to solve the joint optimization problem. The scheme includes two sub-problem: a convex sub-problem (i.e., task offloading problem) and 0-1 programming (i.e., task caching problem). The simulation experiment shows that energy cost of mobile device can be decreased significantly by deploying the task caching and offloading strategy reasonably.

The paper is organized as follows. The system model which include the scenario description, communication model, computation model, task caching model and problem formulation in Section II. The problem solution is given in Section III. Section IV provide the simulation results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

**II. SYSTEM MODEL**

In this section, we will propose the system model in order to minimize the total energy consumed by the mobile device while meet the user’s delay requirement. The system model as shown in Fig. 1, we use virtual reality (VR) as a typical application scenario.

The mobile device has five virtual reality application task (e.g., rendering scenes, recognizing and tracking objects) need to be processed, namely T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5. Each task has different number of requests (i.e., task popularity), data size and computation capacity requirement. For example, the scene rendering task have high popularity, the task of tracking objects has larger data size and needs lots of data transmissions and the task of recognizing objects needs higher computing resource. Though task caching and offloading can reduce the energy consumption of mobile device while meet the user’s demand for delay, how to design the optimal task caching and offloading strategy is still a challenging problem when considering the heterogeneity of the task and the limited resources of the edge cloud. Thus, in this paper, we will deal with the following two problems:

- Which tasks to cache: it refers to the decision whether to cache the computing tasks on edge cloud or not.
- How many tasks to offload: it refers to the decision how much task should be processed locally and how much tasks should be processed on edge cloud.

In the following, we introduce the system model in detail.
A. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

We consider a edge computing ecosystem which includes multiple mobile devices and an edge cloud. Let the edge computing system consists of $N$ mobile device, $K$ computation task. we denote the set of device and task by $\mathcal{N} = \{1, 2, \cdots, N\}$, $\mathcal{K} = \{1, 2, \cdots, K\}$, respectively. In this paper, we assume that the number of users is more than the number of task ($N \geq K$), this is because some computing tasks have higher popularity (e.g., scenes rendering task in VR). Thus, those tasks would be repeatedly requested and processed for many times. Thus, we assume that any mobile device only request task once while different users can request a same task based on their preferences. We also define $u_{n,k}$ as user $n$ requests task $k$. In addition, mobile devices can communicate with edge cloud through wireless channel. Edge cloud is a small data center with computing and storage resources, whereas computing resources provides task processing for mobile devices and storage resource provides for task content and processing code.

For heterogeneous computing tasks, we adopt three parameter model the computation task. For computing task $u_{n,k}$, we define $u_{n,k} = (\omega_k, s_k, D_n)$, where $\omega_k$ (in CPU cycles per bit) is the amount of computing resource required for the task $u_{n,k}$, i.e., the total number of CPU cycles needed to complete the task, and $s_k$ (in bits) is the data size of computation task $u_{n,k}$, i.e., the amount of data content (e.g., the processing code and parameter(s)) to be delivered toward edge cloud.

Finally, $D_n$ represents the completion deadline for user $n$. For instance, in the video decoding case, $\omega_k$ is the computing resource needed for video decoding, $s_k$ is the video data size, and $D_n$ is the completion deadline. Furthermore, since the computing and storage of edge cloud is limited, we assume that the cache size and computing capacity of edge cloud is $c_c$ and $c_s$, respectively.

B. COMMUNICATION MODEL

We introduce the communication model and give the uplink data rate when mobile device offloads task on edge cloud. Let $H_n$ as the channel gain between the user $n$ and edge cloud. It is assumed that the user does not move much during task offloading. Thus, we consider $H_n$ is a constant. Denote $P_n$ as the transmission power of mobile device of user $n$. Then, the uplink data rate of user $n$ can be obtained as follows:

$$ r_n = B \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{P_n H_n}{\sigma^2} \right) $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\sigma^2$ denotes the noise power, and $B$ represents the channel bandwidth.

In this paper, we do not consider downlink transmission delay and packet loss. This is because data size after task processing is generally smaller than it before processing [11], and downlink rate from edge cloud to mobile device is higher than uplink rate from mobile device to edge cloud.

C. COMPUTATION MODEL

In this subsection, we introduce the computation offloading model. In this paper, we assume that computing task is divisible, which means that task can be divided into two or more parts. Given video streaming analytics (e.g., objective recognition) as an example, a large video file with lots of frames can be divided into multiple video clips through video segmentation. Thus, some of video clips can be process at edge cloud while the others can be handled locally. We will introduce in detail.

1) DELAY AND ENERGY COST OF LOCAL COMPUTING

For local task computing, we define $f_{n}^l$ as a CPU computing capability of mobile user $n$. Thus, the local execution time of task $u_{n,k}$ can be expressed as follows:

$$ T_{n,k}^l = \frac{\omega_k}{f_{n}^l} \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

According to work [13], the energy consumption per computing cycle is $\kappa = k f^2$, and thus the energy cost of local computation for the computing task can be obtained as follows:

$$ E_{n,k}^l = \kappa (f_{n}^l)^2 \omega_k \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $\kappa$ is the energy coefficient, which depends on the chip architecture. In this paper, according to the work in [14], we set $\kappa = 10^{-25}$. 

FIGURE 1. Illustration of task caching and offloading for mobile edge computing.
2) DELAY AND ENERGY COST OF MOBILE EDGE CLOUD COMPUTING

For task computing on edge cloud, we define $f_n^c$ as the computational resource of edge cloud allocated to user $n$. In this case, the task duration consists of time consumed by two procedures: (i) time consumed when mobile devices offloads the task (i.e., task transmission duration $T_{n,k}^{tra}$), (ii) time consumed when computation task are processed on the edge cloud (i.e., task process duration $T_{n,k}^{pro}$). Therefore, we can obtained the task duration of task $u_{n,k}$ on edge cloud as follows:

$$T_{n,k}^c = T_{n,k}^{tra} + T_{n,k}^{pro} = \frac{S_k}{r_n} + \frac{\alpha_k}{f_n}$$

(4)

In this paper, we neglect the time delay for edge cloud sends the task outcome back to the mobile device, this is because the size of task result is much smaller than that of task input data.

If task is offloaded to edge cloud, the energy consumption of mobile device is only calculated by the communication cost for offloading the task content to the edge cloud. Thus, the transmission energy cost of mobile device for sending $s_k$ bits of the task into the edge cloud as shown below:

$$E_{n,k}^c = P_n T_{n,k}^{tra} = P_n \frac{S_k}{r_n}$$

(5)

D. TASK CACHING MODEL

In this subsection, we will introduce the task caching model. The task caching refers to the caching of completed task application and their related data in edge cloud. On the other word, a relative dependent “resource container” (e.g., virtual machine with associated task data contents) reside in the edge cloud. The process of task caching is as follows. Mobile device first requests the computing task that needs to be offloaded. If the task is caching on the edge cloud, then the edge cloud informs the mobile device that task exists on edge cloud. Thus, mobile device does not have to offload the computing task to edge cloud. Finally, when edge cloud finishes task processing, it transmits the result to mobile device. By this fashion, a user does not need to offload the same task to the edge cloud when it is cached. Thus, the energy cost of mobile device and the delay of task offloading can be reduced by task caching.

However, in the task caching strategy, there are still challenges related to computing task caching: (i) although caching capacity and computing capability of edge cloud are better than those of a mobile device, edge cloud is still not able to cache and support all types of computing tasks; (ii) comparing to content caching, task caching not only needs to consider task popularity, but also needs to consider data size and computing resource required for the task. Therefore, the design of task caching strategy is a challenging issue. In this paper, we give the task duration and energy consumption in edge cloud under circumstance of task caching or not. For task caching, the task duration is simplified into the task processing delay $T_{n,k}^{pro}$. The major energy consumption happens in edge cloud while there is no energy cost for mobile device. For the case without task caching, the delay is $T_{n,k}^c$, and energy consumption of mobile device is $E_{n,k}^c$.

E. PROBLEM FORMULATION

For task caching problem, we define the integer caching decision variable, $x_k \in \{0, 1\}$ that indicates whether task $k$ is cached at edge cloud ($x_k = 1$) or not ($x_k = 0$). Therefore, the task caching strategy can be represented as follows: $x = (x_1, x_2, \cdots, x_K)$. For task offloading problem, we define the decision variable $\alpha_n \in [0, 1]$. When $\alpha_n = 1$, the user $n$ task is processed locally; when $\alpha_n = 0$, the user $n$ task is offloaded to edge cloud; when $\alpha_n \in (0, 1)$, the part $\alpha_n$ of the user $n$ task is processed locally, and the part $1 - \alpha_n$ is offloaded to edge cloud. Thus, the task offloading policy can be represented as follows: $\alpha = (\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \cdots, \alpha_n)$. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 illustrate the task offloading and caching problem for mobile edge computing.
According to above discuss, considering task caching, local and mobile edge computing, the total task duration of user \( n \) task \( k \), \( u_{n,k} \) can be obtained as follows:

\[
T_{n,k} = x_k \frac{\alpha_k}{f_{n,k}^c} + (1 - x_k) \left[ \alpha_n T_{n,k}^l + (1 - \alpha_n)T_{n,k}^c \right] \tag{6}
\]

Correspondingly, the energy consumption of mobile device can be calculated as

\[
E_{n,k} = (1 - x_k) \left[ \alpha_n E_{n,k}^l + (1 - \alpha_n)E_{n,k}^c \right] \tag{7}
\]

Our goal is to minimize the energy cost of mobile device while guaranteeing the quality of service. In this paper, we assume that a specific user \( n \) knows task \( k \) when the user requests the task, i.e., the number of requests for the task is known. Thus, the problem can be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \sum_{n=1}^{N} E_{n,k} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad C1 : \sum_{k=1}^{K} x_k s_k \leq c_e \\
& \quad C2 : \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n f_{n,k}^c \leq c_s \\
& \quad C3 : T_{n,k} \leq D_n, \forall n \in N, \forall k \in K \\
& \quad C4 : x_k \in \{0, 1\}, \forall k \in K, \\
& \quad C5 : \alpha_n \in \{0, 1\}, \forall n \in N \\
\end{align*} \tag{8}
\]

where the objective function computes the minimal energy consumed by the mobile device through deployment of task caching and offloading. The first constraint condition (C1) is that the data size of cached computing task cannot exceed the edge cloud caching capacity. Constraint (C2) ensures the total required computation resources for the offloaded task should not exceed the computation capacity of the edge cloud. The next constraint (C3) shows that the task execution for user \( n \) is successful before the required deadline. The constraint (C4) ensures that the task caching decision variable is a binary variable. Finally, constraint (C5) show that the task is separable.

### III. ENERGY EFFICIENT TASK CACHING AND OFFLOADING

In this section, we will give the solutions to above optimal problems, which are related with both aspects of task caching and offloading. Here, we use alternative optimization techniques and consider the following two sub-problem, (i) Task offloading problem: when the strategy of task caching is given, i.e., \( x = x^0 \), original problem becomes convex optimization problem about \( \alpha \). Then, we can obtain the optimal solution \( \alpha^* \). (ii) Task caching problem: when \( \alpha^* \) is fixed, this sub-problem is transferred to 0-1 integer programming problem by the use of branch and bound algorithm, the optimal solution can be obtained.

### A. ENERGY EFFICIENT TASK OFFLOADING

In this subsection, we will give the energy efficient task offloading scheme.

**Theorem 1:** Given \( x = x^0 \), the original optimization problem in (8) with respect to \( \alpha \) is a convex optimization problem.

**Proof:** Given \( x = x^0 \), the objective function becomes function of \( \alpha \). Since the \( x_k T_{n,k}^l \) in the objective function is independent of \( \alpha \), thus, we can denote the objective function with respect to \( \alpha \) as \( f(\alpha) \), and can be calculated as follows:

\[
f(\alpha) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} (1 - x_k^0) \left[ \alpha_n E_{n,k}^l + (1 - \alpha_n)E_{n,k}^c \right] \tag{9}
\]

Furthermore, the optimization problem in (8) with respect to \( \alpha \) can be written as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad f(\alpha) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n f_{n,k}^c \leq c_s \\
& \quad T_{n,k} \leq D_n, \forall n \in N, \forall k \in K \\
& \quad \alpha_n \in [0, 1], \forall n \in N \\
\end{align*} \tag{10}
\]

Since the objective function is linear and the constrain conditions are also linear, the optimization problem is convex problem.

Since the optimization problem (10) is convex problem, therefore, we can obtain the optimal task offloading strategy \( \alpha^* \) using well-studied optimization techniques such as interior point method.

### B. ENERGY EFFICIENT TASK CACHING

According to the above discussion, we have obtained the optimal task offloading scheme \( \alpha^* \). In this subsection, we will give the best task caching scheme. When \( \alpha = \alpha^* \), the objective function becomes function of \( x \) and the objective function can be expressed as follows:

\[
g(x) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} (1 - x_k) \left[ \alpha_n^* E_{n,k}^l + (1 - \alpha_n^*)E_{n,k}^c \right] \tag{11}
\]

Furthermore, the optimization problem in (8) with respect to \( x \) can be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad g(x) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n f_{n,k}^c \leq c_s \\
& \quad T_{n,k} \leq D_n, \forall n \in N, \forall k \in K \\
& \quad x_k \in \{0, 1\}, \forall k \in K, \\
\end{align*} \tag{12}
\]

Thus, the objective function is transformed into 0-1 linear programming problem with respect to \( x \). By the use of branch and bound algorithm, the solution can be calculated. Thus, the linear iterative algorithm can be utilized and obtain the approximate optimal solution. The optimal result represents the task caching and task offloading strategy of edge cloud.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. EXPERIMENT SETUP

In this section, we consider a edge computing ecosystem which includes edge cloud and mobile devices, where mobile devices have computation-intensive and data-intensive tasks. In addition, we assume that edge cloud is deployed near to the wireless access point. Thus, mobile devices can offload task to edge cloud through wireless channel. We also assume that transmission bandwidth $B$ and transmitting power $P_n$ of mobile device are 20 MHz and 0.5 W, respectively, and the corresponding noise power $\sigma^2 = 2 \times 10^{-13}$. The wireless channel gain $H_n$ is modeled as $H_n = 127 + 30 \times \log d$, where $d$ is the distance between user $n$ and edge cloud.

For user task $u_{n,k}$, we assume that required computing capacity $\omega_k$ and data size $s_k$ are generated by a probability distribution (i.e., normal distribution and uniform distribution) [4]. For the task popularity, we assume that the number of task requests follows the Zipf distribution. Furthermore, we assume that the computing capabilities of edge cloud and mobile device are 25 GHz and 1 GHz, respectively.

B. EFFECTIVE TASK CACHING AND OFFLOADING EVALUATION

1) EFFECT OF TASK OFFLOADING

To evaluate the offloading, we compare the TCO with optimal task caching and following task offloading strategy.

- Caching+Local: First, the computation tasks are cached according to the caching policy proposed in this paper, and secondly, the tasks that are not cached will only be handled locally rather than being offloaded to edge cloud for processing.
- Caching+Edge: The not cached tasks are offloaded to edge cloud for processing relative to Caching+Local.

From Fig. 4, we can see that the energy consumption of proposed TCO is the lowest, i.e., reasonably deploying caching placement and task offloading can effectively reduce the energy cost of mobile device. From the Fig. 4(a), we can also see that the difference of energy consumption between TCO and caching+edge is little when the data size of tasks is small. Also, the difference between TCO and caching+local...
is little when the data size is large. So we can conclude that under the same required computation capacity of tasks, the tasks should be processed at edge cloud when the data size of tasks is small. Conversely, if the data size is large, the tasks should be handled locally. Similarly, we can conclude from Fig. 4(b) that under the same data size of tasks, the tasks should be handled locally when the required computation capacity is relatively small, and processed at edge cloud when the computation capacity is large.

2) EFFECT OF TASK CACHING

We describe the comparison of energy consumption in terms of two cases, i.e., task not cached and task cached. As it can be seen in Fig. 5, when the task is cached, the energy consumption of mobile device is lower than that without caching. Thus, computing task caching can reduce the energy consumption. From the Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), we can also see that the bigger the task data size and computation capacity is, the higher the energy cost is.

To evaluate the caching strategy, we compare the TCO strategy proposed in this paper with optimal task offloading and the following caching strategies.

- Task popular caching and offloading (TPO): For edge cloud, the edge cloud caches the computing task with the maximum number of requests, till reaching the caching capacity of edge cloud.
- Task random caching and offloading (TRO): The edge cloud caches the computing task randomly, till reaching the caching capacity of edge cloud.
- Task Femtocaching and offloading (TFO): The caching capacity of computing task is set as being empty at the start. Iteratively, add a task to a cache that minimum the total energy consumption, till the caching capacity of edge cloud.

From the Fig. 6(a-c), the TCO proposed in this paper is optimal, and the TRO is relatively poor. This is because the random cache fails to consider the number of task requests and also fails to consider the task computation amount and data size of computing task in the case of the computing task caching. The TPO only considers the number of task requests, rather than considering the data size and computation amount of task comprehensively. TFO considers the computation amount, data size and request of the task to a certain extent. From the Fig. 6(a), we can also see that the

![FIGURE 6. Effect of task caching. Energy consumption achieved by TPO (task popular caching and offloading), TRO (task random caching and offloading), TFO (task femtocaching and offloading) and TCO for various value of (a) the edge cloud capacity, (b) the average data size of per task and (c) the average computations per task. The default setting is $n = 100$, $c_e = 100$ MB, $\omega$ follows normal distribution with an average of 2 gigacycles per task, $s$ follows uniform distribution with an average of 50 MB.](image)
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larger the cache capacity of the edge cloud, the smaller the energy consumption is. This is because the capacity of the cache becomes larger, which lead to cache more tasks, thus energy consumption can be reduced. From the Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), we can get the impact of task data size on the algorithm is less than the impact of computing capacity on the algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first proposed the task caching on edge cloud, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of task caching for mobile edge computing. Furthermore, we investigate task caching and offloading strategy that decides which tasks should be cached and how much task should be offload. The objective is to minimize the total energy consumed by mobile device while meet the users delay requirement. We formulate this problem as an mixed integer nonlinear programming and propose efficient algorithm to solve this problem. Simulation result have shown that our proposed scheme has low energy cost compared to other schemes. For future work, we will consider multiple edge cloud task caching and offloading strategies.
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